The paper deals with the system Maple in mathematical modelling and computer simulation of technical or financial problems. It presents also possibilities of Maple for students in learning of mathematical modelling. There are presented some solved problems using Maple and introduced shortly developed modelling and simulation tool -MapleSim.
INTRODUCTION
Mathematical models used in scientific computing [1] are becoming large and the number of computations needed for simulation is increasing. Simultaneously there are growing requirements on model performance and accuracy. When simulation models are designed we encounter several problems that must be solved in order to achieve these goals. The system Maple is appropriate computer environment which enable to solve these goals. The main domains, where is possible to use Maple, are (see Fig. 1 In subsequent sessions, are described menu of Assistants, Tutors, Tasks and Pallets, which improve efficiency using Maple environment and simplify user work with using Maple.
Assistants
Maple offers a set of Assistants in the form of graphical user interfaces for easily interacting with Maple without the need of syntax of Maple. Using the menu, user can access by selecting Tools→Assistants to help you accomplish these various tasks, see Fig. 3 . In some cases, users can launch the assistants by entering an expression and selecting the assistants from the context menu that displays. application. The tasks in Maple environment are organized in the Maple help system by subject, to help users find the appropriate task quickly. Each task is a collection of content, such as 2-D mathematics, commands, embedded components (for example, buttons) and plots that users can directly insert into their document. They specify the parameters of their problem, and then run the document. 
Commands of Maple
Maple is powerful, flexible, and customizable. In addition to the point-and-click features, Maple contains a set of commands and a programming language. Commands are contained in the Maple library, which is divided into two groups: the main library and packages.
o The main library contains the most frequently used Maple commands. o Packages contain related commands for performing tasks from disciplines such as Student Calculus, Statistics, or General Relativity Theory. For example, the Optimization Package (Fig. 12) contains commands for numerically solving optimization problems. 
MAPLE TOOLBOXES
Maple Professional Toolboxes greatly extend the scope and functionality of Maple for specialized application areas. Designed to work seamlessly with the core Maple product suite, these high-performance products deploy best of breed technology to deliver maximum benefit from the world's most powerful technical software platform. Toolboxes target key application areas in engineering and science, and technical application development. 
THE FUTURE OF MAPLE MODELLING ENVIRONMENT -MAPLESIM
There is introducing a new product that Maplesoft is working on called MapleSim, This product will address many problems that engineers are struggling with when using traditional mathematical modelling and simulation tools. By using extensive math solvers and simplification technologies, MapleSim will be able to produce highly concise models for efficient numeric computation. This will deliver much faster simulations than can be produced with traditional simulation software that needs to run a numeric iteration at each time step. MapleSim simulations will run faster because the equations for the overall model are generated once and then solved using a very efficient numeric DAE solver. MapleSim is fully integrated with Maple so users can switch between the two environments, depending on the task they need to perform. Users can use MapleSim to define and simulate the model, and then use Maple to visualize and validate the mathematical representation. Since the model in this form is fully parameterized, you can use it to perform detailed analysis of the system such as optimization, sensitivity analysis, validation, linearization and simplification, and approximations. MapleSim key features will be, see Fig. 16 
CALIBRATION MODELS
Whenever a need to work with inexact measurements of graphical objects occurs, the calibration can be used. It is applicable for example in medicine (for location of cancer genes), in fotogrammetry (measurements of object from airplanes) and in many other fields. Let us assume two random measurement X,Y of one object. Then calibration problem is aiming to find a function f so, that Y=f(X). The function f is called calibration function. We assume a linear form of function f, i.e. Y=a+BX. Matrices a and B are called parameters of calibration problem. For more details see (Moll and Myšková 2007) .
Free calibration
We do not assume any further constraint. The only assumption for the calibration model is linearity of calibration function. The model is given by
The estimations of parameters of the model are given by (1) where P is operator of projection.
Calibration of identical non-specified objects
A natural request on calibration function is to retain the shape of objects. This leads to request on matrix B to be orthonormal. It is used Gauss-Markov model:
where , and matrix ( ) α B is an orthonormal matrix written in some special form. Explicit expressions, for estimation of parameters of the model, similar to (1), can be found.
Calibration of identical specified objects -circles
In this case, in addition, we assume that measured points lie on circles. Using Gauss-Markov model again, very similar to the model (2), it is possible to find explicit expressions for estimation of parameters of the model. They are similar to (1), but more complex. Further details can be found in (Moll and Myšková 2007) . 
CONCLUSION
http://www.maplesoft.com/applications/app_center_bro wse.aspx?CID=4&SCID=55 is Maple Web site resource for free applications related to mathematical modelling and simulations, which obtains 46 applications. There are many interested applications and some of them are available in translation (French, Spanish, and German). The new possibilities offering by the integrated systems Maple and MapleSim in modelling and simulation technical and scientific problems will enlarge the power of Maple technology. A further benefit offers Maple toolboxes, which was presented in case of financial modelling with two short examples. Three calibration models were introduced, including their application using the Maple. Both Maple and MapleSim will be very useful also for students in learning of mathematical modelling. The MapleSim technology represents the next generation in the modelling and simulations.
